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What is phylogenomics?

Using genomic data to study evolution



Phylogeny tree
A method to compare DNA 
or protein sequences 



Why is phylogenomics important? 

Emergence 
of new genes Morphology Molecular adaptations

Understanding major transitions in evolution



What is the history of phylogenomics?



How do you read phylogeny trees?

Nodes

Branches

Monophyletic group

Paraphyletic group

Polyphyletic

Operational taxonomic units



How do you read a phylogeny tree?

Gene duplication event

Parent to offspring duplication



How do you create a phylogeny tree?

Data assembly
Multiple sequence 

alignment Building the tree

Testing the tree Presenting the tree



How do you assemble data?

Data is obtained through searching public domains

Entrez



How do you do multiple sequence alignment?

Progressive sequence alignment



How do you do multiple sequence alignment?



How do you build the tree? 

Distance matrix method Discrete data method



How do you test 
the tree? 

Bootstrapping

Bootstrap value of 70% 
and up are reliable



What should you include in the tree?

Bootstrap values higher than 50%

Proper labeling and annotations



What are the disadvantages of phylogeny trees?

Phylogeny can contain errors

long branch attraction



What are the advantages of phylogeny trees? 



Summary

Phylogenomics reconstruct evolutionary 
pathways of a group of organisms

Phylogeny trees are made through 
sequence comparisons, multiple sequence 
alignment

Many methods and tests allow accurate 
representations of phylogeny trees 



What is SARS-CoV-2?



What does the SARS-CoV-2 genome look like?

Binding domain 

RNA synthesis and replication



How does SARS-CoV-2 infect respiratory cells?

Spike protein binds to the ACE2 receptors on cell membranes





What parts of SARS-CoV-2 are mutating?

Spike protein mutations can enhance transmission



How are researchers tracking the SARS-CoV-2 variants?

They track the changes in the RNA sequence in a population



Who is Dr. Trevor Bedford?

Bedford Lab
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center,
Vaccine and Infectious Disease Division https://nextstrain.org/

https://nextstrain.org/
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